Art
I can use a graphics application to create computer art.
I can draw flowers, in the style of Van Gogh, using
different mediums.
I know about the techniques used by Vincent Van Gogh.
I can mix colours to suit a task.
I can use tones and shades.

Design and Technology
I can plan a healthy meal using the Eatwell Plate.
I can follow a simple recipe.
I know the components of a healthy meal based on the principles of the Eat
Well Plate.
I know that food can be farmed, grown or caught.

Music
I can listen carefully to recall short rhythmic patterns.
I can verbally recall what I have heard with simple
musical vocabulary (e.g., loud, soft, high, low, long
notes, short notes etc.)
I can listen to and follow a taught melody using my
voice.

Science
I know how to find out and describe how plants need water, light and a
suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy.
I can observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.
I can classify plants into different groups.

Snappy classroom

Physical Education
I know how to communicate.
I can participate in team challenges and games.
I can work cooperatively in a small group.
I can solve problems – showing persistence and
sustained effort.
I show good teamwork – I cooperate with others.

Computing
I know that a Paint program can be used to
create pictures in the style of different artists.
I can use tools on a Paint program to create
different effects.
I can create a repeating pattern.
I can save my work into a folder on Purple Mash
(the internet) and on the school network

PSHE
I can explain how my life is influenced positively
by people I know and also by people from other
countries.
I can explain why my choices might affect my
family, friendships and people around the world
who I don’t know.

Jigsaw- Relationships
Resource implications
Seeds/Compost/ Plant pots
Water paints
Pasta salad ingredients.
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Trips/experiences
Making own pasta salad

